
Dawn of Dreams by Solidtrax

INTRODUCTION

This sound bank is made for Reveal Sound Spire and ReSpire and contains 100 meticulously
crafted presets. If you are searching for the perfect sounds to inspire you and to use in your
next ambient, film score or new age track for example, this pack will give you a jump start!

After spending a lot of time with Spire, it opened up to us and started to show us how 
smooth and sophisticated it can be. Beautiful lush and evolving pads, shimmering keys, 
cinematic strings and smooth and deep basses. Spire can do it all!

We made heavy use of velocity, modulation wheel and the modulation macros, so that you 
can easily tweak the sounds to your liking!



INCLUDED IN THIS SOUND BANK

• 100 presets
◦ 45 pads & strings 
◦ 24 keys & plucks 
◦   7 chords 
◦ 16 basses 
◦   6 leads 
◦   2 miscellaneous sounds

As a bonus we've added six drum presets from our Drumspiration sound bank, which can 
be heard in some of the demo's for Dawn of Dreams.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR SPIRE 

In order to be able to use our sound bank, it needs to be imported into Reveal Sound Spire.
If you don't know how to import a sound bank, please follow these instructions:

• Open an instance of Spire;
• Click on Spire’s Menu button;
• Choose Import Bank from the list of options;
• Find and select the “Solidtrax - Dawn of Dreams.sbf” file;
• Click on Spire’s Menu button and select the Select Bank option from the list to see 

your new imported sound bank.

Note > For ReSpire, please open the single presets from the folder “Solidtrax - Dawn of 
Dreams for ReSpire”.

When this is done, you're all set to use this sound bank in your next production!

We want you to be completely satisfied with your purchase. If you have questions, 
comments or complaints, please contact us at info@solidtrax.nl and we will get back to you
as soon as possible.



EXTRA INFORMATION

MAC / PC compatible
100% royalty-free
This pack contains only (Re)Spire presets.
Requirements: Spire synthesizer Ver 1.1.13 + or ReSpire for Reason Ver 1.0.5 +

LEGAL NOTICE

All content in this product is licensed to you by Solidtrax for commercial and non-
commercial use in music, sound-effect, audio/video post-production, performance, 
broadcast or similar finished content-creation and production use.

This is a single user license, you are not allowed to share and/or distribute this sound bank,
either in full or in part. 

Solidtrax cannot be held responsible for any damage, or lost time as a result of using this
product.


